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The Adesso Vertical Ergonomic Illuminated iMouse E2 is
specialy designed to provide the upmost comfort at the touch
of your palm.
The special ergonomic vertical design, with a soft rubber grip,
offers a unique and comfortable user experience. Three
convenient buttons on the side allow intuitive control for faster
back and forward browsing navigation. In addition, there are
four levels of DPI (400/800/1600/3200) available.
The laser sensor technology allows precision in pointing while
letting you work on most surfaces, such as glass, wood,
marble, or leather. This eliminates the need for a mouse pad
and gives you more control.
Ergonomic Vertical Design
The vertical design provides better support for your forearm,
minimizing wrist pain that can come from twisting. Our
vertical ergonomic model helps you achieve a more natural
grip, better support, and natural wrist position. With our
sleek design and added support, the Adesso Vertical
Ergonomic Illuminated iMouse E2 is perfect for long hours of
use.
Adjustable DPI Switch and Back/Forward Buttons
Attain higher precision and better accuracy with your choice
of DPI levels. Easily switch from four different DIP levels from
400/800/1600/3200 and naviagte through your web
broswer using the back and fourth buttons within your
fingertips.
Advanced Laser Sensor
Advanced laser sensor allows greater precision in mouse
navigation, increases battery life, and works on any
surface -- even glass -- eliminating the need for a mouse
pad.

Laser Sensor

Specifications:
Laser
4 Levels (400/800/1600/3200) DPI
6 Buttons (Left & Right Click, Back & Forward,
DPI Switch, Scroll Wheel and Middle Button)
Blue
Right
5 x 2.8 x 2.8 in. (127 x 71 x 71 mm)
0.3 lb. (113g)
6 ft. (1.8 m)

Tracking Method
DPI Resolution
Buttons
LED Color
Hand Orientation
Dimensions
Weight
Cable Length

Requirements:
Windows® 8 / 7 / Vista / XP / 2000
Mac® OS X 10.4 & above
USB Port

Operating System
Connectivity Interface
Includes:
TM

Adesso iMouse E2
Quick Start Guide

Shipping Information:
Item

UPC Code

iMouse E2

783750007061

TM

Package Dimensions Package Weight Qty/Carton
150 x 90 x 18 mm

Windows 8
Compatible

400 g
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